
 

Hear What Doctors Have to Say About the NuLids System: 
The doctor testimonials cited below have been provided without any compensation. 

 
“I have been impressed with NuLids System and the results.  My staff will undoubtedly vouch I 
am very OCD when it comes to my lens calcs for any surgery and for premium/advanced IOLs I 
have a very narrow margin for error. 

By far the biggest source of error in IOL calcs, is dry eye.  For all premium IOLs we offer a trial of 
NuLids included and for standard IOLs anyone who fails to have acceptable calculations on the 
first pass we also offer NuLids. 

To date, every patient using NuLids every day has had good IOL calcs and no refractive surprise.   

I prefer NuLids because most patients have improvement within 10 days.  Whereas 
Restasis/Xiidra 1-2 months.  So, rarely do we have to reschedule a surgery.  And it also 
significantly improves the hygiene of the lid margin, so I have less tear dysfunction at time of 
surgery.   

No one wants to book a premium case and ask them to wait 2 months to treat DES! 
 Derek Ohlstein, MD. 
 Ft. Piece, FL 
 

“Our practice now has prescribed the NuLids System to more than a dozen patients and the 
early results are impressive; the improvements in clinical signs are very similar to those from 
NuSight Medical’s NuLids II study.   

Apart from the measurable improvement in clinical signs, patients using NuLids consistently say 
they feel much better, they find the product easy to use, and the about $1.00 a day they spend 
on NuLids is resulting in cost savings for the OTC lubricants and co-pays on prescriptions they 
are able to discontinue. 

Last, but not least, in the short period of time we’ve been directing patients to use NuLids, the 
system has generated over $2,000 in operating profit.  At my current rate of 10 NuLids systems 
per month, I project that my practice will likely realize an additional $36,960 in profits from 
NuLids kits sales and patient reorders of the disposable soft tips in the next 12 months.” 

 John Schachet, OD 
 Englewood, CO 
 

 “I have 36 patients using NuLids with very good clinical results.  Also, NuLids is providing a new 
revenue stream for my practice that has very little cost associated with the revenue it creates.  
Initially, I was a bit concerned that patients might scratch their cornea or otherwise hurt 
themselves, but it has been a year now and the worst complaint I have heard was, ‘at first it 
tickled!’” 
 Carole Paveglio, OD 
 Novi, MI 

 


